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THE HIGH COST OF CASHING OUT
When the stock market takes a dip, moving to cash can be a tempting option for investors seeking a respite
from volatility.
However, cashing out of a declining market could come at a cost. Although past performance cannot
guarantee future results, history shows that stock markets eventually recover. Investors who cash out not
only could lock in investment losses but could miss out on longer-term gains as the market recovers,
hurting their chances of achieving long-term financial success.
Short-term pain, long-term gain
Remember, long-term investment goals require a long-term perspective, particularly during periods of
heightened market volatility. While it’s hard to watch your portfolio fluctuate with the ups and downs of
the market, sticking with your long-term strategy can pay off over time.
A tale of two investors
To see the benefit of staying invested through all types of markets, let’s consider two hypothetical
investors—the first sticks to his investment strategy despite market fluctuations, and the second becomes
anxious during volatile markets and jumps in and out.
Both investors contributed $2,000 each quarter to their investment accounts. The steady investor (bright
blue in the chart below) kept her money and ongoing contributions invested, riding out the stock market’s
ups and downs. The anxious investor (dark blue) moved his account balance and contributions to cash
when stocks dropped 10% or more in a quarter and only jumped back into equities after a fourth
consecutive quarter of positive returns. This behavior was repeated throughout several market cycles.
Stay invested in the market’s growth story
While both investors saw their portfolio balances decline during downturns, they continued to contribute
to their accounts. The steady investor took advantage of lower stock prices through her ongoing
contributions and was rewarded as the market recovered. Ultimately, the anxious investor’s account value
($180,602) was less than half of the steady long-term investor’s account ($472,955) at the end of the
period.
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IT’S POSSIBLE TO PROFIT FROM PATIENCE

It’s nearly impossible to time the market and identify its peaks and troughs. If history is any guide, shortterm drops in the stock market typically have been followed by longer-term rallies.
Stay invested for market recoveries
The graph below shows that after market corrections (defined as a drop of at least 10%), the stock market
typically recovered lost ground after three to six months. For the two bear markets (defined as a decline of
at least 20%), stocks were back to their prior levels within four to five years.
Trying to time the market can result in two types of losses. First, converting stocks to cash after they have
lost value can lock in those losses. Second, you could miss out on gains when the market rallies if you wait
too long to get back in.
Don’t let volatility change your plan
Market volatility is a given. Short-term downturns can be disconcerting, and they may heighten anxiety
among some investors. If the stock market’s historical trends hold true, a patient investor who absorbs
short-term volatility can benefit over the long term.
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KEEP A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE
Market volatility is a constant for every investor. That’s why you need to maintain your investment strategy
and remember the market’s record of long-term growth.
Stay invested to take advantage of the stock market’s growth potential.
Although the stock market has experienced two major downturns since 2000, it bounced back each time
and eventually reached higher levels. The chart below demonstrates how the market has fluctuated over
the past 20 years. While stocks saw some drastic dips, they also rallied periodically for strong gains.
Over a long-term time horizon, stocks provide a higher return potential when compared with bonds or
cash. The light blue line represents a 60/40 allocation of stocks and bonds, which has returned comparable
gains with less volatility than an all-stock portfolio.
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